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Trade freely with Europe step in right direction
Oneofthebest estab

lished law of econom

ics is that trade is good for all
parties By specializing in some
types of production and exchan
ging with others we become
more productive at what we do
while being able to access goods
and services produced by mil
lions of other individuals

Tariffs protection for specific
industries and other barriers

have no rationale apart from
pleasing some politically influ
ential constituencies By mak
ing trade more difficult they
impoverish us all
That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper
government for its zeal in
seeking free trade deals with

tiations for a Comprehensive
own rules while major powers
Economic and Trade Agreement have different ones Investment
with the European Union are
in research and development
said to be in their final phase

Europe is the world s single lar
gest common market with more
than 500 million people and a
GDP of almost 17 trillion

Although the debate has
attracted far less interest with

elsewhere

Second all good things have
a cost We should not forget that
innovative new drugs increase
the well being and life expect
ancy of patients and bring down

the general public some of the the cost of other treatments
same protectionist fallacies that
Third drugs only make up
were raised 25 years ago with
a small proportion of overall
NAFTA are being used today to health care costs There are
oppose a deal with Europe
lots of better ways to make
The Council of Canadians
our health care system more
has launched a campaign to
efficient
shield municipalities from pos
It s ironic this issue is being
sibly more open procurement
requirements and to allow buy raised in the context of negotiat
ing an agreement with Europe
local policies
Most European countries have
As a Montrealer watching
universal health care systems
the news every day about how
the local mob got control of the that cost the same or less than
ours but where waiting lists for
city s construction contracts
surgeries are nonexistent
I welcome more openness to
Why
outside firms
In part because they let
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

is the European demand that

various countries around the

Canada extend patent protec

world Ottawa has so far signed
agreements with nine relatively

tion for pharmaceuticals to

minor countries But we are

That could lead to higher
health care costs by delaying
the advent of lower cost gener
ics But that s not a good reason

negotiating or are about to start
negotiating with several more
including major players such as
Japan India China and other
Pacific region countries
More importantly nego

of new drugs will simply go

match its own standards

to scuttle a deal

First whatever one thinks

of patent protection the fact is

private providers offer services
instead of keeping a closed gov
ernment controlled monopoly
A land of freer trade in
health care services

And that too would bring
benefits to all

Michel Kelly Gagnon is
president of the Montreal
Economic Institute www iedm
org The views reflected in this
column are his own

Canada cannot afford to have its
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ECONOMY

Trade

freely with
Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established law of

economics is that trade is good for
all parties By specializing in some
types of production and exchanging
with others we become more pro
ductive at what we do while being
able to access goods and services
produced by millions of other indi

control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more openness
to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late and
is said to threaten the deal is the

European demand that Canada
extend patent protection for phar
maceuticals to match its own stan

dards That could lead to higher
health care costs by delaying the
viduals
advent of lower cost generics But
Tariffs protection for specific that s not a good reason to scuttle a
industries and other barriers have deal

no rationale apart from pleasing
some politically influential con
stituencies By making trade more
difficult they impoverish us all
That s why we should commend
the Stephen Harper government for
its zeal in seeking free trade deals
with various countries around the

world Ottawa has so far signed
agreements with nine relatively
minor countries But we are negoti

ating or are about to start negotiating
with several more including major
players such as Japan India China
and other Pacific region countries
More importantly negotiations for
a Comprehensive Economic and
Trade Agreement CETA with the
European Union are said to be in
their final phase Europe is the
world s single largest common
market with more than 500 million

people and a GDP of almost 17 tril

First whatever one thinks of

patent protection the fact is Canada
cannot afford to have its own rules

while major powers have different
ones Investment in research and

development of new drugs will
simply go elsewhere
Second all good things have a
cost We should not forget that inno
vative new drugs increase the well
being and life expectancy of patients
and bring down the cost of other
treatments

Third drugs only make up a small
proportion of overall health care
costs There are lots of better ways to
make our health care system more
efficient

It s ironic that this issue is being
raised in the context of negotiating
an agreement with Europe Most
European countries have universal
health care systems that cost the

lion

same or less than ours but where

Although the debate has attracted
far less interest with the general
public some of the same protection
ist fallacies that were raised 25 years
ago with NAFTA are being used
today to oppose a deal with Europe

waiting lists for surgeries are nonex
istent Why In part because they let
private providers offer services
instead of keeping a closed govern
ment controlled monopoly
A kind of freer trade

in health

The Council of Canadians has

care services you might say And
launched a campaign to shield that too would bring benefits to all
municipalities from possibly more
Michel Kelly Gagnon is presi
open procurement requirements
and to allow buy local policies As a dent of the Montreal Economic Insti
Montrealer watching the news every tute www iedm org The views
day about how the local mob got reflected in this column are his own
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

GDP of almost

17 trillion
Second all good things have
Although the debate has a cost We should not forget that
attracted far less interest with the innovative new drugs increase
general public some of the same the well being and life expec
protectionist fallacies that were tancy of patients and bring down
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA the cost of other treatments
are being used today to oppose a
Third drugs only make up
deal with Europe
a small proportion of overall

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
The Council of Canadians
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by has launched a campaign to
millions of other individuals
shield municipalities from pos
Tariffs protection for specific sibly more open procurement
industries and other barriers requirements and to allow buy
have no rationale apart from local policies As a Montrealer
pleasing some politically influ watching the news every day
ential constituencies By making about how the local mob got
trade more difficult they impov control of the city s construction
erish us all
contracts I welcome more open
That s why we should com ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking attracted a lot of attention of late
free trade deals with various
countries around the world

Ottawa has so far signed agree
ments with nine relatively minor
countries But we are negotiating
or are about to start negotiat
ing with several more includ
ing major players such as Japan
India China and other Pacific

region countries
More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement

health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with
Europe Most European coun
tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same or
less than ours but where wait

ing lists for surgeries are non
existent Why In part because
they let private providers offer
and is said to threaten the deal services instead of keeping a
is the European demand that closed government controlled
Canada extend patent protection monopoly
A kind of freer trade in
for Pharmaceuticals to match its
own standards
health care services you might
That could lead to higher say And that too would bring
health care costs by delaying the benefits to all
advent of lower cost generics
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
But that s not a good reason to president of the Montreal
scuttle a deal
Economic Institute www iedm
First whatever one thinks org The views reflected in this
of patent protection the fact is column are his own
Canada cannot afford to have its

CETA with the European Union own rules while major powers
are said to be in their final phase have different ones Investment
Europe is the world s single larg in research and development
est common market with more
of new drugs will simply go
than 500 million people and a elsewhere
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GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Let s trade freely with Euros
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that

trade is good for all parties
By specializing in some types
of production and exchang
ing with others we become
more productive at what we
do while being able to access
goods and services pro
duced by millions of other
individuals

Tariffs protection for spe
cific industries and other
barriers have no rationale

apart from pleasing some
politically influential con
stituencies By making trade
more difficult they impover
ish us all

That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper
government for its zeal in
seeking free trade deals with

Europe is the world s single major powers have differ
largest common market ent ones Investment in
with more than 500 million research and development
people and a GDP of almost of new drugs will simply go
17 trillion

Although the debate has

elsewhere

Second all good things

attracted far less interest with have a cost We should not

the general public some of
the same protectionist falla
cies that were raised 25 years
ago with NAFTA are being
used today to oppose a deal
with Europe
The Council of Canadians

has launched a campaign to
shield municipalities from
possibly more open procure
ment requirements and to
allow buy local policies As
a Montrealer watching the
news every day about how
the local mob got control of
the city s construction con
tracts I welcome more open

forget that innovative new
drugs increase the well
being and life expectancy of
patients and bring down the
cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall
health care costs There are

lots of better ways to make
our health care system more
efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context
of negotiating an agreement
with Europe
Most European countries
have universal health care

ness to outside firms
systems that cost the same
One chief concern that has
or less than ours but where
various countries around
attracted a lot of attention of
waiting lists for surgeries are
the world Ottawa has so far
late and is said to threaten nonexistent

signed agreements with nine
the deal is the European
relatively minor countries demand that Canada extend
But we are negotiating or are

about to start negotiating
with several more including
major players such as Japan

patent protection for phar
maceuticals to match its own
standards

Why In part because they
let private providers offer
services instead of keeping
a closed government con
trolled monopoly

A kind of freer trade in
That could lead to higher
India China and other Pacific
health care costs by delay health care services you
region countries

ing the advent of lower cost might say And that too
generics But that s not a would bring benefits to all
tiations for a Comprehensive
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
Economic and Trade good reason to scuttle a deal
president of the Montreal
First
whatever
one
thinks
Agreement CETA with the
Economic Institute www iedm
European Union are said of patent protection the
org The views reflected in this
fact is Canada cannot afford
to be in their final phase
column are his own
More importantly nego

to have its own rules while
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Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more open
ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production is the European demand that
and exchanging with others we Canada extend patent protection
become more productive at what for pharmaceuticals to match its
we do while being able to access own standards
goods and services produced by
That could lead to higher
millions of other individuals
health care costs by delaying the
Tariffs protection for specific advent of lower cost generics
industries and other barriers
But that s not a good reason to
have no rationale apart from scuttle a deal
pleasing some politically influ
First whatever one thinks
ential constituencies By making
trade more difficult they impov of patent protection the fact is
erish us all

Canada cannot afford to have its

That s why we should com own rules while major powers
have different ones Investment
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking in research and development
free trade deals with various of new drugs will simply go
countries around the world

elsewhere

Second all good things have
Ottawa has so far signed agree
ments with nine relatively minor a cost We should not forget that
countries But we are negotiating innovative new drugs increase
or are about to start negotiat the well being and life expec
ing with several more includ tancy of patients and bring down
ing major players such as Japan

the cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
India China and other Pacific
a
small proportion of overall
region countries
More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement
CETA with the European Union
are said to be in their final phase
Europe is the world s single larg

health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with

est common market with more

Europe Most European coun

than 500 million people and a

tries have universal health care

GDP of almost 17 trillion

systems that cost the same or
Although the debate has less than ours but where wait
attracted far less interest with the ing lists for surgeries are non
general public some of the same existent Why In part because
protectionist fallacies that were they let private providers offer
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA services instead of keeping a
are being used today to oppose a closed government controlled
deal with Europe
monopoly
The Council of Canadians

A kind of

freer trade

in

has launched a campaign to health care services you might
shield municipalities from pos say And that too would bring
benefits to all

sibly more open procurement
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
requirements and to allow buy
local policies As a Montrealer president of the Montreal
watching the news every day Economic Institute wwiv iedm
about how the local mob got org The views reflected in this
column are his own
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Health care system could get a booster from overseas models
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established law

of economics is that trade is good
for all parties By specializing in
some types of production and
exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by

with several more including local mob got control of the city s of other treatments
major players such as Japan construction contracts I welcome
Third drugs only make up a
India China and other Pacific more openness to outside firms
small proportion of overall health
region countries

One chief concern that has care costs There are lots of better

More importantly negotiations attracted a lot of attention of late
for a Comprehensive Economic and is said to threaten the deal is
and Trade Agreement CETA the European demand that
with the European Union are said Canada extend patent protection
to be in their final phase
for pharmaceuticals to match its
own standards

Europe is the world s single
That could lead to higher health
largest
common market with
millions of other individuals
care costs by delaying the advent
more
than
500
million
people
and
Tariffs protection for specific
of lower cost generics
a GDP of almost 17 trillion
industries and other barriers have
But that s not a good reason to
Although the debate has scuttle
a deal
no rationale apart from pleasing attracted
far less interest with the
some politically influential con
First whatever one thinks of
general public some of the same
stituencies By making trade more
protection the fact is
protectionist fallacies that were patent
Canada cannot afford to have its
difficult they impoverish us all
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA
That s why we should com are being used today to oppose a own rules while major powers
have different ones Investment in
mend the Stephen Harper govern deal with Europe
The Council of Canadians has research and development of new
ment for its zeal in seeking free
trade deals with various countries launched a campaign to shield drugs will simply go elsewhere
Second all good things have a
around the world
municipalities from possibly more
Ottawa has so far signed agree open procurement requirements cost We should not forget that
ments with nine relatively minor and to allow buy local policies innovative new drugs increase the
countries But we are negotiating As a Montrealer watching the well being and life expectancy of
or are about to start negotiating news every day about how the patients and bring down the cost

ways to make our health care
system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is being
raised in the context of negotiating
an agreement with Europe Most
European countries have univer
sal health care systems that cost
the same or less than ours but

where waiting lists for surgeries
are nonexistent

Why In part because they let
private providers offer services
instead of keeping a closed gov
ernment controlled monopoly
A land of freer trade in health

care services you might say And
that too would bring benefits to all
Michel Kelly Gagnon is presi
dent ofthe Montreal Economic
Institute www iedm org The
views reflected in this column are
his own
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Let s trade freely with Euros
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that

trade is good for all parties
By specializing in some types
of production and exchang
ing with others we become
more productive at what we
do while being able to access
goods and services pro
duced by millions of other
individuals

Tariffs protection for spe

Europe is the world s single major powers have differ
largest common market ent ones Investment in
with more than 500 million research and development
people and a GDP of almost of new drugs will simply go
17 trillion

Although the debate has

have a cost We should not

the general public some of
the same protectionist falla
cies that were raised 25 years
ago with NAFTA are being
used today to oppose a deal
with Europe

forget that innovative new
drugs increase the well
being and life expectancy of
patients and bring down the

The Council of Canadians

has launched a campaign to
shield municipalities from
possibly more open procure
apart from pleasing some
ment requirements and to
politically influential con
allow buy local policies As
stituencies By making trade
more difficult they impover a Montrealer watching the
news every day about how
ish us all
the local mob got control of
That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper the city s construction con
tracts I welcome more open
government for its zeal in ness to outside firms
seeking free trade deals with
One chief concern that has

about to start negotiating
with several more including
major players such as Japan

cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall
health care costs There are

lots of better ways to make
our health care system more
efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context
of negotiating an agreement
with Europe
Most European countries
have universal health care

systems that cost the same
or less than ours but where

attracted a lot of attention of
waiting lists
late and is said to threaten nonexistent

signed agreements with nine
the deal is the European
relatively minor countries demand that Canada extend
But we are negotiating or are

Second all good things

attracted far less interest with

cific industries and other
barriers have no rationale

various countries around
the world Ottawa has so far

elsewhere

patent protection for phar
maceuticals to match its own
standards

for surgeries are

Why In part because they
let private providers offer
services instead of keeping
a closed government con
trolled monopoly

A kind of freer trade in
That could lead to higher
India China and other Pacific
health care costs by delay health care services you
region countries

ing the advent of lower cost might say And that too
generics But that s not a would bring benefits to all
tiations for a Comprehensive
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
Economic and Trade good reason to scuttle a deal
president of the Montreal
First
whatever
one
thinks
Agreement CETA with the
Economic Institute www iedm
European Union are said of patent protection the
org The views reflected in this
to be in their final phase fact is Canada cannot afford
column are his own
More importantly nego

to have its own rules while
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Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more open
ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
is the European demand that
and exchanging with others we
Canada extend patent protection
become more productive at what
for pharmaceuticals to match its
we do while being able to access own standards
goods and services produced by
That could lead to higher
millions of other individuals
health care costs by delaying the
Tariffs protection for specific
advent of lower cost generics
industries and other barriers
But that s not a good reason to
have no rationale apart from scuttle a deal
pleasing some politically influ
First whatever one thinks
ential constituencies By making
of
patent protection the fact is
trade more difficult they impov
Canada cannot afford to have its

erish us all

That s why we should com own rules while major powers
have different ones Investment
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking in research and development
free trade deals with various of new drugs will simply go
countries around the world

elsewhere

Second all good things have
Ottawa has so far signed agree
a
cost
We should not forget that
ments with nine relatively minor
countries But we are negotiating innovative new drugs increase
or are about to start negotiat the well being and life expec
ing with several more includ tancy of patients and bring down
ing major players such as Japan

the cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
India China and other Pacific
a
small proportion of overall
region countries
More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement
CETA with the European Union
are said to be in their final phase
Europe is the world s single larg

health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with

est common market with more

Europe Most European coun

than 500 million people and a

tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same or
Although the debate has less than ours but where wait
attracted far less interest with the ing lists for surgeries are non
general public some of the same existent Why In part because
protectionist fallacies that were they let private providers offer
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA services instead of keeping a
are being used today to oppose a closed government controlled
monopoly
deal with Europe
GDP of almost

17 trillion

The Council of Canadians

A kind of

freer trade

in

has launched a campaign to health care services you might
say And that too would bring
shield municipalities from pos benefits to all
sibly more open procurement
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
requirements and to allow buy
president
of the Montreal
local policies As a Montrealer
watching the news every day Economic Institute www iedm
about how the local mob got org The views reflected in this
column are his own
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Trade freely with Europe
One
lished law of econom

ics is that trade is good for
all parties By specializing in
some types of production and
exchanging with others we
become more productive at
what we do while being able
to access goods and services
produced by millions of other
individuals

to scuttle a deal
start negotiating with several
First whatever one thinks
more including major players
such as Japan India China and of patent protection the fact
is Canada cannot afford to
other Pacific region countries
More importantly nego
have its own rules while major
tiations for a Comprehensive
powers have different ones
Economic and Trade

Investment in research and

Agreement CETA with the
European Union are said to be
in their final phase Europe is
the world s single largest com

development of new drugs will

mon market with more than

500 million people and a GDP
of almost

17 trillion

Although the debate has
attracted far less interest with

the general public some of the
same protectionist fallacies
that were raised 25 years ago
with NAFTA are being used
today to oppose a deal with

MICHEL

KELLY GAGNON
SPECIAL TO OMI AGENCY
Tariffs protection for specific
industries and other barriers

have no rationale apart from
pleasing some politically
influential constituencies By
making trade more difficult
they impoverish us all
That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper
government for its zeal in
seeking free trade deals with
various countries around the

world Ottawa has so far signed
agreements with nine relatively
minor countries But we are

negotiating or are about to

Europe
The Council of Canadians

has launched a campaign to
shield municipalities from pos
sibly more open procurement
requirements and to allow buy
local policies As a Montrealer
watching the news every day
about how the local mob got
control of the city s construc
tion contracts I welcome more

openness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of
late and is said to threaten the

deal is the European demand
that Canada extend patent pro
tection for pharmaceuticals to
match its own standards

That could lead to higher
health care costs by delaying
the advent of lower cost gener
ics But that s not a good reason

simply go elsewhere
Second all good things have
a cost We should not forget that
innovative new drugs increase
the well being and life expect
ancy of patients and bring down
the cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall
health care costs There are

lots of better ways to make
our health care system more
efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with
Europe Most European coun
tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same
or less than ours but where

waiting lists for surgeries are
nonexistent Why In part
because they let private provid
ers offer services instead of

keeping a closed government
controlled monopoly
A kind of freer trade

in

health care services you might
say And that too would bring
benefits to all

Michel Kelly Gagnon is
president of the Montreal
Economic Institute wwiv iedm
org The views reflected in this
column are his own
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Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that
such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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law of economics is that trade is GDP of almost

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by

Although

elsewhere

17 trillion

the

debate

has

attracted far less interest with the

Second all good things have
a cost We should not forget that

general public some of the same innovative new drugs increase
protectionist fallacies that were the well being and life expect
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA ancy of patients and bring down
are being used today to oppose a the cost of other treatments
millions of other individuals
deal with Europe
Third drugs only make up a
Tariffs protection for specific
The Council of Canadians has
small proportion of overall health
industries and other barriers
launched a campaign to shield care costs There are lots of better
have no rationale apart from municipalities from possibly
pleasing some politically influ more open procurement require ways to make our health care sys
tem more efficient
ential constituencies By mak ments and to allow buy local
It s ironic that this issue is being
ing trade more difficult they policies As a Montrealer watch
impoverish us all
ing the news every day about raised in the context of negotiat
That s why we should com how the local mob got control of ing an agreement with Europe
mend the Stephen Harper gov the city s construction contracts Most European countries have
ernment for its zeal in seeldng I welcome more openness to out universal health care systems
free trade
countries

deals with various side firms
around the world
One chief concern that has
Ottawa has so far signed agree attracted a lot of attention of late
ments with nine relatively minor and is said to threaten the deal is

that cost the same or less than

ours but where waiting lists for
surgeries are nonexistent Why
In part because they let private
countries But we are negotiating the European demand that Can providers offer services instead
or are about to start negotiat ada extend patent protection for of keeping a closed government
ing with several more includ Pharmaceuticals to match its
controlled monopoly
ing major players such as Japan own standards
A kind of freer trade in health
India China and other Pacific
That could lead to higher
care services you might say And
region countries
health care costs by delaying the
More importantly negotia advent of lower cost generics that too would bring benefits to
all
tions for a Comprehensive Eco But that s not a good reason to
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
nomic and Trade Agreement scuttle a deal
president of the Montreal Eco
CETA with the European Union
First whatever one thinks
nomic Institute www iedm org
of patent protection the fact is The views reflected in this col
Canada cannot afford to have

umn are his own
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Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that
such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency

control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more open

ness to outside firms
One of the best established
One chief concern that has
law of economics is that trade is attracted a lot of attention of late
good for all parties By specializ and is said to threaten the deal

ing in some types of production is the European demand that
and exchanging with others we Canada extend patent protection
become more productive at what for Pharmaceuticals to match its
we do while being able to access own standards
goods and services produced by
That could lead to higher
millions of other individuals
health care costs by delaying the
Tariffs protection for specific advent of lower cost generics
industries and other barriers
But that s not a good reason to
have no rationale apart from scuttle a deal
pleasing some politically influ
First whatever one thinks
ential constituencies By making
trade more difficult they impov of patent protection the fact is
erish us all

Canada cannot afford to have its

That s why we should com own rules while major powers
have different ones Investment
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking in research and development
free trade deals with various of new drugs will simply go
countries around the world

elsewhere

Second all good things have
Ottawa has so far signed agree
ments with nine relatively minor a cost We should not forget that
countries But we are negotiating innovative new drugs increase
or are about to start negotiat the well being and life expec
ing with several more includ tancy of patients and bring down
ing major players such as Japan

the cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
India China and other Pacific
a small proportion of overall
region countries
More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement
CETA with the European Union
are said to be in their final phase
Europe is the world s single larg

health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with

est common market with more

Europe Most European coun

than 500 million people and a

tries have universal health care

GDP of almost

17 trillion
systems that cost the same or
Although the debate has less than ours but where wait
attracted far less interest with the ing lists for surgeries are non
general public some of the same existent Why In part because
protectionist fallacies that were they let private providers offer
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA services instead of keeping a
are being used today to oppose a closed government controlled
deal with Europe
monopoly
The Council of Canadians

A kind of

freer trade

in

has launched a campaign to health care services you might
shield municipalities from pos say And that too would bring
benefits to all

sibly more open procurement
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
requirements and to allow buy
local policies As a Montrealer president of the Montreal
watching the news every day Economic Institute www iedm
about how the local mob got org The views reflected in this
column are his own
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Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

ing major players such as Japan

Special to QMI Agency

India China and other Pacific ness to outside firms

One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

region countries

contracts I welcome more open

One chief concern that has health care costs There are lots

More importantly nego attracted a lot of attention of late
tiations for a Comprehensive and is said to threaten the deal
good for all parties By specializ Economic and Trade Agreement is the European demand that
ing in some types of production CETA with the European Union Canada extend patent protection
and exchanging with others we are said to be in their final phase for pharmaceuticals to match its
become more productive at what Europe is the world s single larg own standards
we do while being able to access est common market with more
That could lead to higher
goods and services produced by than 500 million people and a health care costs by delaying the
millions of other individuals
GDP of almost 17 trillion
advent of lower cost generics
Tariffs protection for specific
Although the debate has But that s not a good reason to
industries and other barriers attracted far less interest with the

have no rationale apart from
pleasing some politically influ
ential constituencies By making
trade more difficult they impov
erish us all

general public some of the same
protectionist fallacies that were
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA
are being used today to oppose a
deal with Europe

That s why we should com
The Council of Canadians
mend the Stephen Harper gov has launched a campaign to
ernment for its zeal in seeking
free trade deals with various shield municipalities from pos
sibly more open procurement
countries around the world
Ottawa has so far signed agree requirements and to allow buy
ments with nine relatively minor local policies As a Montrealer
countries But we are negotiating watching the news every day
or are about to start negotiat about how the local mob got
ing with several more includ control of the city s construction

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall
of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with
Europe Most European coun
tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same or
less than ours but where wait

ing lists for surgeries are non
existent Why In part because
First whatever one thinks they let private providers offer
of patent protection the fact is services instead of keeping a
Canada cannot afford to have its
closed government controlled
own rules while major powers monopoly
scuttle a deal

have different ones Investment

A kind of freer trade in
in research and development
of new drugs will simply go health care services you might
elsewhere
say And that too would bring
Second all good things have benefits to all
a cost We should not forget that
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
innovative new drugs increase president of the Montreal
the well being and life expec Economic Institute www iedm
tancy of patients and bring down org The views reflected in this
the cost of other treatments

column are his own

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Trade freely
with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

is the world s single largest
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common market with more

One of the best established
law of economics is that trade

is good for all parties By spe
cializing in some types of pro
duction and exchanging with
others we become more pro
ductive at what we do while

being able to access goods and
services produced by millions
of other individuals

Tariffs protection for spe
cific industries and other bar

Investment in research and

development of new drugs will
than 500 million people and a simply go elsewhere
GDP of almost 17 trillion
Second all good things have
Although the debate has a cost We should not forget
attracted far less interest with that innovative new drugs
the general public some of the increase the well being and
same protectionist fallacies that life expectancy of patients and
were raised 25 years ago with bring down the cost of other
NAFTA are being used today to treatments
oppose a deal with Europe
Third drugs only make up
The Council of Canadians a small proportion of overall
has launched a campaign to health care costs There are
shield municipalities from pos lots of better ways to make
sibly more open procurement our health care system more
requirements and to allow buy efficient
It s ironic that this issue is
local policies As a Montrealer
watching the news every day being raised in the context of
about how the local mob got negotiating an agreement with
control of the city s construe Europe Most European coun

riers have no rationale apart
from pleasing some politically
influential constituencies By
making trade more difficult
they impoverish us all
That s why we should com
tries have universal health care
tion contracts I welcome more
mend the Stephen Harper gov
systems that cost the same
to outside firms
ernment for its zeal in seeking openness
One chief concern that has or less than ours but where
free trade deals with various
attracted a lot of attention of waiting lists for surgeries are
countries around the world

late and is said to threaten the

nonexistent

Ottawa has so far signed agree
Why In part because they
ments with nine relatively deal is the European demand let private providers offer
that
Canada
extend
patent
pro
minor countries But we are
for pharmaceuticals to services instead of keeping a
negotiating or are about to start tection
closed government controlled
match its own standards
negotiating with several more
That could lead to higher monopoly
including major players such as
A kind of freer trade in
Japan India China and other health care costs by delaying health care services you might
the advent of lower cost gener
Pacific region countries
say And that too would bring
More importantly nego ics But that s not a good reason
tiations for a Comprehensive

to scuttle a deal

benefits to all

Michel Kelly Gagnon is
First whatever one thinks
president of the Montreal
of
patent
protection
the
fact
Agreement CETA with the is Canada cannot afford to Economic Institute www iedm
European Union are said to
org The views reflected in this
be in their final phase Europe have its own rules while major column are his own
powers have different ones
Economic

and

Trade
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MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency

or are about to start negotiat
ing with several more includ
ing major players such as Japan

First

whatever one thinks

of patent protection the fact is
Canada cannot afford to have its

One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

India China and other Pacific own rules while major powers
have different ones Investment
region countries

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by

More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement
CETA with the European Union
are said to be in their final phase
Europe is the world s single larg

in research and development
of new drugs will simply go

GDP of almost

the cost of other treatments

millions of other individuals

Tariffs protection for specific
industries and other barriers

have no rationale apart from
pleasing some politically influ
ential constituencies By making
trade more difficult they impov
erish us all

That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking

Second all good things have
a cost We should not forget that
innovative new drugs increase
est common market with more the well being and life expec
than 500 million people and a tancy of patients and bring down
17 trillion

Although the debate has
attracted far less interest with the

The Council of Canadians

has launched a campaign to

countries around the world

shield municipalities from pos
sibly more open procurement
requirements and to allow buy
local policies As a Montrealer
watching the news every day
about how the local mob got
control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more open

countries But we are negotiating

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall

general public some of the same health care costs There are lots
protectionist fallacies that were of better ways to make our health
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is
are being used today to oppose a
deal with Europe
being raised in the context of

free trade deals with various

Ottawa has so far signed agree
ments with nine relatively minor

elsewhere

ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

is the European demand that
Canada extend patent protection
for Pharmaceuticals to match its
own standards

That could lead to higher
health care costs by delaying the
advent of lower cost generics
But that s not a good reason to
scuttle a deal
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negotiating an agreement with
Europe Most European coun
tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same or
less than ours but where wait

ing lists for surgeries are non
existent Why In part because
they let private providers offer
services instead of keeping a
closed government controlled
monopoly
A kind of

freer trade

in

health care services you might
say And that too would bring
benefits to all

Michel Kelly Gagnon is
president of the Montreal
Economic Institute www iedm
org The views reflected in this
column are his own

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

control of the city s construction
contracts I welcome more open
ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production is the European demand that
and exchanging with others we Canada extend patent protection
become more productive at what for pharmaceuticals to match its
we do while being able to access own standards
goods and services produced by
That could lead to higher
millions of other individuals
health care costs by delaying the
Tariffs protection for specific advent of lower cost generics
industries and other barriers
But that s not a good reason to
have no rationale apart from scuttle a deal
pleasing some politically influ
First whatever one thinks
ential constituencies By making of patent protection the fact is
trade more difficult they impov Canada cannot afford to have its
erish us all

own rules while major powers
That s why we should com have different ones Investment
mend the Stephen Harper gov
in research and development
ernment for its zeal in seeking
of new drugs will simply go
free trade deals with various
countries around the world

elsewhere

Second all good things have
Ottawa has so far signed agree a cost We should not forget that
ments with nine relatively minor
innovative new drugs increase
countries But we are negotiating
the well being and life expec
or are about to start negotiat
tancy of patients and bring down
ing with several more includ the cost of other treatments
ing major players such as Japan
Third drugs only make up
India China and other Pacific

region countries

More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement
CETA with the European Union
are said to be in their final phase
Europe is the world s single larg

a small proportion of overall
health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with

est common market with more

Europe Most European coun

than 500 million people and a

tries have universal health care

GDP of almost 17 trillion

systems that cost the same or
Although the debate has less than ours but where wait
attracted far less interest with the ing lists for surgeries are non
general public some of the same existent Why In part because
protectionist fallacies that were they let private providers offer
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA services instead of keeping a
are being used today to oppose a closed government controlled
deal with Europe
monopoly
The Council of Canadians

A kind of

freer trade

in

health care services you might
has launched a campaign to say And that too would bring
shield municipalities from pos benefits to all
sibly more open procurement
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
requirements and to allow buy president of the Montreal
local policies As a Montrealer Economic Institute www iedm
watching the news every day org The views reflected in this
about how the local mob got column are his own
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

Trade freely
with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by
millions of other individuals

Tariffs protection for specific

est common market with more

shield municipalities from pos
have no rationale apart from sibly more open procurement
pleasing some politically influ requirements and to allow buy
ential constituencies By making local policies As a Montrealer
trade more difficult they impov watching the news every day
erish us all
about how the local mob got
That s why we should com control of the city s construction
mend the Stephen Harper gov contracts I welcome more open
ernment for its zeal in seeking ness to outside firms
industries and other barriers

free trade deals with various
countries around the world

have different ones Investment

than 500 million people and a in research and development
GDP of almost 17 trillion
of new drugs will simply go
Although the debate has elsewhere
attracted far less interest with the
Second all good things have
general public some of the same a cost We should not forget that
protectionist fallacies that were innovative new drugs increase
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA the well being and life expec
are being used today to oppose a tancy of patients and bring down
the cost of other treatments
deal with Europe
The Council of Canadians
Third drugs only make up
has launched a campaign to a small proportion of overall

One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

Ottawa has so far signed agree
ments with nine relatively minor is the European demand that
countries But we are negotiating Canada extend patent protection
or are about to start negotiat for pharmaceuticals to match its
ing with several more includ own standards
That could lead to higher
ing major players such as Japan
India China and other Pacific health care costs by delaying the
advent of lower cost generics
region countries
More importantly nego But that s not a good reason to
tiations for a Comprehensive scuttle a deal
Economic and Trade Agreement
First whatever one thinks
CETA with the European Union of patent protection the fact is
are said to be in their final phase Canada cannot afford to have its
Europe is the world s single larg own rules while major powers

health care costs There are lots

of better ways to make our health
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context of
negotiating an agreement with
Europe Most European coun
tries have universal health care

systems that cost the same or
less than ours but where wait

ing lists for surgeries are non
existent Why In part because
they let private providers offer
services instead of keeping a
closed government controlled
monopoly
A kind of

freer trade

in

health care services you might
say And that too would bring
benefits to all

Michel Kelly Gagnon is
president of the Montreal
Economic Institute www iedm
org The views reflected in this
column are his own
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GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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Let s trade freely
with Euros
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that

trade is good for all parties
By specializing in some types
of production and exchang
ing with others we become
more productive at what we
do while being able to access
goods and services pro
duced by millions of other
individuals

Europe is the world s single major powers have differ
largest common market ent ones Investment in
with more than 500 million research and development
people and a GDP of almost of new drugs will simply go
17 trillion

Although the debate has

Second all good things

attracted far less interest with have a cost We should not

the general public some of
the same protectionist falla
cies that were raised 25 years
ago with NAFTA are being
used today to oppose a deal
with Europe
The Council of Canadians

Tariffs protection for spe

has launched a campaign to
cific industries and other
shield municipalities from
barriers have no rationale
possibly more open procure
apart from pleasing some ment requirements and to
politically influential con allow buy local policies As
stituencies By making trade a Montrealer watching the
more difficult they impover news every day about how
ish us all
the local mob got control of
That s why we should com the city s construction con
mend the Stephen Harper tracts I welcome more open
government for its zeal in ness to outside firms
seeking free trade deals with
One chief concern that has
various countries around
the world Ottawa has so far

elsewhere

attracted a lot of attention of
late and is said to threaten

signed agreements with nine the deal is the European
relatively minor countries demand that Canada extend
But we are negotiating or are patent protection for phar
about to start negotiating maceuticals to match its own
with several more including
standards
major players such as Japan
That could lead to higher
India China and other Pacific
health care costs by delay
region countries
More importantly nego ing the advent of lower cost
generics But that s not a
tiations for a Comprehensive
Economic and Trade good reason to scuttle a deal

forget that innovative new
drugs increase the well
being and life expectancy of
patients and bring down the
cost of other treatments

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall
health care costs There are

lots of better ways to make
our health care system more
efficient
It s ironic that this issue is

being raised in the context
of negotiating an agreement
with Europe
Most European countries
have universal health care

systems that cost the same
or less than ours but where

waiting lists for surgeries are
nonexistent

Why In part because they
let private providers offer
services instead of keeping
a closed government con
trolled monopoly
A kind of

freer trade

in

health care services you
might say And that too
would bring benefits to all
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
president of the Montreal
First whatever one thinks
Agreement CETA with the
Economic Institute www iedm
European Union are said of patent protection the
org The views reflected in this
fact is Canada cannot afford
column are his own
to be in their final phase
to have its own rules while
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GEOFF ROBINS REUTERS

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

Special to QMI Agency
One of the best established
law of economics is that trade is

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by

India China and other Pacific contracts I welcome more open

region countries

ness to outside firms
One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late
and is said to threaten the deal

Third drugs only make up
a small proportion of overall

health care costs There are lots
More importantly nego
tiations for a Comprehensive
of better ways to make our health
Economic and Trade Agreement
care system more efficient
It s ironic that this issue is
CETA with the European Union is the European demand that
are said to be in their final phase Canada extend patent protection being raised in the context of
Europe is the world s single larg for pharmaceuticals to match its
negotiating an agreement with
est common market with more own standards

Europe Most European coun

That could lead to higher tries have universal health care
health care costs by delaying the
Tariffs protection for specific
systems that cost the same or
Although the debate has advent of lower cost generics
industries and other barriers
less
than ours but where wait
attracted far less interest with the But that s not a good reason to
have no rationale apart from
ing lists for surgeries are non
scuttle
a
deal
pleasing some politically influ general public some of the same
existent Why In part because
First whatever one thinks they let private providers offer
ential constituencies By making protectionist fallacies that were
trade more difficult they impov raised 25 years ago with NAFTA of patent protection the fact is services instead of keeping a
are being used today to oppose a Canada cannot afford to have its
erish us all
closed government controlled
with Europe
own rules while major powers
That s why we should com deal
The Council of Canadians have different ones Investment monopoly
A kind of freer trade in
mend the Stephen Harper gov
ernment for its zeal in seeking has launched a campaign to in research and development health care services you might
of new drugs will simply go say And that too would bring
free trade deals with various shield municipalities from pos
countries around the world
benefits to all
sibly more open procurement elsewhere
Second all good things have
Ottawa has so far signed agree requirements and to allow buy
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
ments with nine relatively minor local policies As a Montrealer a cost We should not forget that president of the Montreal
innovative
new
drugs
increase
countries But we are negotiating watching the news every day
Economic Institute www iedm
or are about to start negotiat about how the local mob got the well being and life expec org The views reflected in this
ing with several more includ control of the city s construction tancy of patients and bring down column are his own
the cost of other treatments
ing major players such as Japan
millions of other individuals

than 500 million people and a
GDP of almost 17 trillion

GEOFF ROBINS Reuters files

Prime Minister Stephen Harper should be commended for his pursuit of free trade deals columnist
Michel Kelly Gagnon says adding that such a deal with the European Union is welcome as well
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ECONOMICS Health care system could get a booster from overseas models

Trade freely with Europe
MICHEL KELLY GAGNON

more openness to outside firms

Special to QMI Agency

One chief concern that has
attracted a lot of attention of late

One of the best established and is said to threaten the deal is
law of economics is that trade is

good for all parties By specializ
ing in some types of production
and exchanging with others we
become more productive at what
we do while being able to access
goods and services produced by
millions of other individuals

Tariffs protection for specific
industries and other barriers have

no rationale apart from pleasing
some politically influential con
stituencies By making trade more
difficult they impoverish us all
That s why we should com
mend the Stephen Harper govern
ment for its zeal in seeking free

the European demand that Can
ada extend patent protection for
Pharmaceuticals to match its own
standards

That could lead to higher
health care costs by delaying the
advent of lower cost generics But
that s not a good reason to scuttle
a deal

First whatever one thinks of

patent protection the fact is Can
ada cannot afford to have its own

rules while major powers have
different

ones

Investment

in

research and development of new
drugs will simply go elsewhere
Second all good things have
trade deals with various countries
a cost We should not forget that
around the world Ottawa has so
innovative new drugs increase the
far signed agreements with nine well being and life expectancy of
relatively minor countries But patients and bring down the cost
we are negotiating or are about of other treatments
to start negotiating with several
Third drugs only make up a
more including major players small proportion of overall health
such as Japan India China and care costs There are lots of better
other Pacific region countries
ways to make our health care sys
More importantly negotiations tem more efficient
for a Comprehensive Economic
Michel Kelly Gagnon is
and Trade Agreement CETA president of the Montreal
with the European Union are said Economic Institute www iedm
to be in their final phase Eur org The views reflected in this
ope is the world s single largest column are his own
common market with more than

500 million people and a GDP of
almost 17 trillion

Although

the

debate

has

attracted far less interest with the

general public some of the same
protectionist fallacies that were
raised 25 years ago with NAFTA
are being used today to oppose a
deal with Europe
The Council of Canadians has

launched a campaign to shield
municipalities from possibly
more open procurement require

ments and to allow buy local
policies
As a Montrealer watching the
news every day about how the
local mob got control of the city s
construction contracts I welcome
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